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Abstract
A researcher's reputation is influenced by the quantity and quality of his or her publications. A record of these publications is usually kept by an academic in a resume or on an online platform, such as LinkedIn, Google Scholar or Research Gate. The purpose of this article is to contrast the major metrics of Google Scholar with that of Research Gate of a number of engineering academics employed at a university of technology in South Africa, in order to determine any notable differences. A quantitative study is undertaken to gather the total number of citations, h-index values and Research Gate scores for engineering researchers present on both databases. Results indicate that Research Gate has the highest number of authors present from the Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and Information Technology at the Central University of Technology. However, Google Scholar records the highest number of citations for these authors. Only 31 out of the possible 86 academic staff members maintains a profile on both databases, where only 4 researchers have more than 500 citations. It is recommended that management mandate the presence of their academic staff on one of many available databases in this regard, thereby enhancing the visibility of the research done at the university and enabling an easier review of the achievements of staff for performance management purposes or for promotion.
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1. Introduction
According to Harvey Mackay, “You can't buy a good reputation; you must earn it” [1]. Mackay is one of America’s most popular and entertaining speakers and author of a number of best-selling inspirational business books. Mackay rightly states that a good reputation must be earned, which obviously requires much hard work and effort. This is well-known to many researchers around the globe who often struggle to get their own research work published. However, a researcher’s reputation for ongoing scholarly work in a specific field is significantly enhanced through such publications.
A researcher's reputation is influenced by the quantity and quality of his or her publications [2]. These publications are often considered for selection and promotion in academic institutions. In fact, as is usually the case in academia, a researcher’s publications are considered more important by an institution than is the actual teaching of the researcher [3]. A record of these publications is usually kept by an academic in a resume or on an online platform, such as LinkedIn, Google Scholar or Research Gate. Both Google Scholar and Research Gate provide specific metrics that are related to a researcher’s publications, such as the total number of citations, the h-Index, and the Research Gate Score (RGS).

However, one recent comparison of such platforms cautions that Web of Science and Scopus impact metrics should be humorously taken with a cautionary cup of salt, whereas metrics from Google Scholar and Research Gate should be taken with a bountiful classroom of salt [4]. These metrics should therefore not be considered as the sole indicator, or pinnacle, of one’s reputation, but should rather be considered as an initial stepping stone to establish the reputation. It can indeed be useful for self-monitoring and to indicate a measure of success [5]. Although both databases may provide similar publication ranks [6], great differences have been found between the number of citations present on Google Scholar and those present on Research Gate [7]. The following research questions arise:

- What difference exists in the average number of citations between Google Scholar and Research Gate for a specific list of researchers?
- What relationship exists between the main metrics of Google Scholar and Research Gate for a specific list of researchers?
- What percentage of researchers listed on Google Scholar do not engage in sole authorship?

The purpose of this article is therefore to contrast the major metrics of Google Scholar with that of Research Gate of a number of engineering academics employed at a university of technology in South Africa (SA), in order to determine any notable differences. This is a form of data mining or data analytics, although not linked to big data. Data mining refers to all aspects of an automated or semi-automated process to extract unknown and useful knowledge and patterns from large databases [8] while data analytics refers to a method or technique that uses data, information, and knowledge to learn, describe and predict something [9]. A quantitative study is used to gather the total number of citations, h-index values and RGS for academic researchers present on both databases. The article starts with a brief discussion on the purpose and value of the two databases, followed by the context of this study. Results, discussions and the conclusions follow.
2. Google Scholar versus Research Gate

Google Scholar is a searchable database which focuses on scholarly literature, such as academic journals. It allows users to access information, cross reference that information with other sources and keep up with new research as it is released. It also allows users to access journals, conference papers, academic books, pre-prints, theses and dissertations, abstracts and other scholarly literature from other areas of research. Google Scholar started to operate on the 20th of November 2004 [10].

A study investigated the use of Google Scholar in searches for academic and grey literature. Grey literature is information produced outside of traditional publishing and distribution channels. Common types of grey literature include reports, working papers, newsletters, government documents, speeches, white papers and urban plans. Grey literature can be seen as good, as it is often more current than traditionally published sources, due to it not having to go through a lengthy peer-review process. Grey literature can also provide access to raw data and data sets which would normally be inaccessible. Grey literature is furthermore not tied to a conventional structure, and as such can be longer and provide more detail. The results showed that the majority of grey literature occurred on page 80 of the Google Scholar results [11].

A study in 2017 tested whether or not the identification of highly-cited documents through Google Scholar is feasible and reliable. This study was done to see whether or not Google Scholar could be used as a viable tool for bibliometric analysis. The results showed that there was a strong correlation between a document’s citations and where it appeared in the search results. This study thus concluded that Google Scholar was able to identify highly-cited documents effectively. During this study, 64,000 documents were obtained from Google Scholar [12].

A recent study investigated the differences between Google Scholar, Web of Science and Scopus, as there was no recent or systematic evidence of the differences between them. This study found that Google Scholar consistently found the largest percentage of citations across all areas. Google Scholar found most of the Web of Science and Scopus citations. This study investigated 2,448,055 citations to 2,299 highly-cited documents from 252 subject categories published in 2006 [13].

Research Gate is a social network for researchers. It allows users to share their research publications, find collaborators, access job boards and ask and answer questions in real-time. The major disciplines on Research Gate include: biology, medicine, computer science, physics and chemistry. Research Gate started to operate in the month of May of 2008 [14].

A study on Research Gate investigated whether or not the Research Gate Score (RGS) for a user could be used as evidence of academic scholarly reputation. This was
done as the RGS is often used for the evaluation of a researcher during recruitment and promotion processes. The results showed that a higher RGS primarily came from asking and answering questions on the site. This study also concluded that it is impossible to get a higher score by only listing publications. Thus, the study concluded that a RGS should not be primarily used as an indication of academic scholarly reputation [15].

Another study in 2017 investigated whether the number of citations for newer articles on Research Gate is comparable to other citation indexes. This was done as researchers could upload preprints to Research Gate to provide early impact evidence for new papers. This study used 2,675 recently-published library and information science articles. The results showed that Research Gate found less citations than Google Scholar, but found more than Web of Science and Scopus [6].

Finally, a study investigated in what ways academics use Research Gate and what they think of such websites. A largely American and European sample was used in the study that examined motives, use and career-related outcomes. This study found that most academics who have a Research Gate account do not use it very much, as they could not derive many benefits from it and could not relate it to their career-related outcomes [16].

3. Study context

The Central University of Technology (CUT) is located in the Central Region of SA (Central University of Technology, 2017), being one of 6 universities of technology in the country [17]. It was originally designated as the Free State Technikon in 1981 with the purpose of offering diplomas and certificate courses that were geared towards the needs of industry [18]. It was re-designated as a university of technology in 2004, being called CUT. It now offers a wide range of qualifications according to the National Qualifications Framework (NQF). The lowest NQF qualification in the Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and Information Technology (FEBIT) is a Higher Certificate in Renewable Energy (NQF level 6) with the highest qualification being a Doctoral in Engineering (NQF level 10). This type of university has a strong vocation-driven teaching mandate with a strong applicable research focus [19]. The number of faculties and students present at CUT in 2018 is shown in Table 1.

The overview of the four faculties at CUT indicates that the Faculty of Health and Environmental Sciences (FHES) has the least number of academic staff (55) while the Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and Information Technology (FEBIT) has the largest number (86). The FEBIT also has the largest number of undergraduate students and focusses primarily of the disciplines of science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM). For this reason, this article focusses only on academic staff in this faculty.
CUT identified three main research focus areas, or clusters, in 2018. Most of the research and publications of academic staff at CUT over the past decade has been related to these clusters, which include:

1. Technologies and Innovations for Sustainable Development: To investigate and apply technologies and/or innovation to foster and promote sustainable development.

2. Quality of Health and Living: To apply scientific research in different disciplines to improve on the quality of health and living standard of humans, animals and plants.

3. Socio-economic and Entrepreneurship Development: To do scientific research that empowers society for an invaluable contribution to sustainable socio-economic development.

Table 1. Academic staff and students at CUT in 2018 [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Faculty Name</th>
<th>Number of departments</th>
<th>Number of academic staff</th>
<th>Number of undergraduate students</th>
<th>Staff to student ratio</th>
<th>Number of post-graduate students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering, Built Environment and Information Technology (FEBIT)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>4465</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanities (FH)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>3645</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and Environmental Sciences (FHES)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1642</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Sciences (FMS)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4419</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Quantitative research methodology

To generate the graphs, as seen in the results section, data first had to be collected from Google Scholar and Research Gate. This was done in the month of April 2019. Current data on the databases would not correlate to the results presented in this article, as this
type of data is not static, but rather dynamic, as new citations to existing publications are constantly recorded. MS Excel spreadsheets were used to manually capture the data. Data such as the total amount of citations per author and the highest citation number for a sole author publication was collected. The author names were originally collected from a group email that is regularly circulated among all staff members in the FEBIT at CUT. The search feature available on Google Scholar and Research Gate was used to find the required data for each staff member.

Before the graphs could be generated, the data first had to be processed in MS Excel. This involved manually checking each Google Scholar author to see if they had a Research Gate profile. This was done as there were less authors on Google Scholar than on Research Gate. Authors present on both databases were considered for this research. The next step was to sort the authors alphabetically and then represent them with numerical numbers to ensure anonymity and ethical compliance. The number of authors present on both databases were then contrasted with regard to their citations. The h-index and RGS of the total number of authors present on both databases were then contrasted. Finally, the number of authors present on Google Scholar were contrasted with regard to their highest citation count for a sole publication.

6. Results and discussions

Figure 1 shows a comparison of citations from Google Scholar and from Research Gate for each of the 31 authors that are present on both databases. Google Scholar is marked with black and Research Gate with grey. Author 31 has the highest number of Google Scholar citations (over 1300) and author 13 has the highest number of Research Gate citations (over 900). The average number of citations for Google Scholar is 198.16, while the average number of citations for Research Gate is 137.06 (this equates to an average difference of 61). This confirms previous research that large differences do exist between the number of citations present on both databases [7].
Figure 1. Google Scholar versus Research Gate in terms of total citations

Figure 2 shows the RGS and Google Scholar h-index values for each author. Again, 31 authors are listed in no specific order where author 13 has the highest RGS (being 27.59) with the highest Google Scholar h-index (being 21). The average RGS is 8.00 while the average h-index is 5.39. A Pearson correlation between the h-index and RGS was calculated to be $r = 0.925$ that indicates a statistical significant relationship between these two variables. This suggests that as the one variable increases, the other one will do likewise, suggesting a measure of consistency in the way these two variables are calculated on the two databases.
Figure 2. Google Scholar h-index versus Research Gate scores

Figure 3 shows the highest number of citations for a sole author publication (only one author listed on the publication) as listed on Google Scholar. Again, 31 authors are listed in no specific order where author 26 has the highest number of citations for a sole publication (being 74). The average number of citations for a sole publication is 8.68. Of the 31 authors, 11 have no sole authorship, that equates to a percentage of 35%.

Figure 3. Google Scholar citations for a sole-author publication

A comparison between Figure 1 and Figure 3 suggests that authors 13 and 26 seem to be balancing their research between multi-author (collaborating with fellow researchers) and sole author (working on their own) publications. This is due to the fact that they are achieving a high number of citations for both types of publications. This type of collaboration is also seen in postgraduate studies [20], where a single student may have one or more supervisors with at least 2 authors (multi-author publication) listed on each publication.

It is further noteworthy that author 31 has no sole-author citation count (see Figure 3). This suggests that this author is only producing multi-authored publications (engaging only in collaborative work), as the total citation count from Google Scholar is the highest in Figure 1. It must be noted that for a researcher to be granted the status of a rated scientist in SA by the National Research Foundation (NRF) requires that the researcher have a number of sole-author publications, as it indicates the ability of the author to publish research that they have done on their own. To be recognized as a rated scientist in SA is very important, as it results in additional research funding for the researcher. It also enhances the research reputation of the researcher, making him or
her more marketable. Furthermore, some universities offer monetary incentives to their academic staff who successfully achieve such a rating.

Being a sole author does represent a significant responsibility, as it means that one has full autonomy and accountability for producing papers worthy of publication. However, it also enables one to avoid engaging in the somewhat contested space of author order negotiation [21]. It also removes the debate of what contribution each author made to the publication as a percentage and negates the dividing of research credits in countries where the government incentivizes research publications. For example, in SA, the government awards around $8 000 to a university for each research credit produced (equates to one Scopus based journal article where all the authors are affiliated to the university). If the authors are affiliated to different universities, then the research credit, and thus research funding, needs to be equally apportioned.

Table 2 shows the comparison of the total number of authors present on both databases, along with the total number of citations for all these authors. Research Gate has the highest number of researchers (over 70) from CUT while Google Scholar has the highest number of total citations (over 10 000). This supports previous research that found that Research Gate has less citations than Google Scholar [6].

**Table 2. Total number of authors and citations present on both databases in 2019**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Number of Authors</th>
<th>Total Number of Citations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Scholar</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>10048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Gate</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>4227</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Conclusions

The purpose of this article was to contrast the major metrics of Google Scholar with that of Research Gate of a number of engineering academics employed at a university of technology in SA, in order to determine any notable differences. Although 86 academic staff members were present in the FEBIT at CUT during 2018, only 73 had a research profile on Research Gate, with even a smaller number (31) being present on Google Scholar. This last value equates to 36% of academic staff in the faculty who could also feel that they are not deriving many benefits from using Research Gate and could not relate it to their career-related outcomes, as noted in the literature review of this article. Only 4 academic staff from the FEBIT at CUT have more than 500 citations on both databases, thereby suggesting that only a small number of engineering researchers are really producing publications that merit a citation by other researchers around the globe. This equates to a percentage of only 4.6% of academic staff in the faculty. It must be noted that Google Scholar is able to identify highly-cited documents...
effectively, as stated in the literature review of this article, which adds credence to this metric. The following research questions are answered.

- What difference exists in the average number of citations between Google Scholar and Research Gate for a specific list of researchers?

  The difference in the average number of citations between the two databases equals 61, which lends support to published literature that large differences do exist between Google Scholar and Research Gate in terms of citation numbers.

- What relationship exists between the main metrics of Google Scholar and Research Gate for a specific list of researchers?

  A statistical significant relationship exists between RGS and the Google Scholar h-index values ($r = 0.925$). This suggests that RGS are influenced by the number of publications and citations, although previous research indicates that a higher RGS primarily comes from asking and answering questions on the site. Furthermore, a measure of consistency in the way these two variables are calculated on the two databases is suggested by this relationship.

- What percentage of researchers listed on Google Scholar do not engage in sole authorship?

  35% of the researchers listed on the Google Scholar database have not yet produced a sole publication. This may impact on their application as a rated scientist or on their promotion as they need to substantiate their contribution to the publication which is divided among the number of authors listed.

  A limitation of this study includes the small sample size that is limited to only one faculty at a university of technology in SA. However, the results of this study can serve as a baseline from which to evaluate other universities and from which to evaluate the progress of these specific engineering academics over time, by considering another snapshot of these databases in a few years-time. Another limitation relates to the fact that not all publications are automatically listed on Google Scholar or Research Gate, but requires a manual upload by the researcher. A researcher may upload a publication to one database, and not to the other, which may also impact on the metrics.

  The metrics on these two databases should not be considered as the sole indicator, or pinnacle, of one’s reputation, but should rather be considered as an initial stepping stone to establish the reputation. It is recommended that researchers try to find a balance between multi-authored and sole authored publications, as this is important to academics who wish to become rated scientists in their respective countries. Furthermore, it is recommended that management at universities mandate the presence of their academic staff on one of the many available databases in this regard, thereby
enhancing the visibility of the research done at the university and enabling an easier review of the achievements of staff for personal performance management purposes and for promotion.
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